
TRANSPORTER 2 exudes durability with 
its powerful spokes. The characteristic 
design language of this alloy wheel from 
the TRANSPORTER series underscores 
the power and versatility of many vehi-
cle models – making a strong statement 
even in the wintertime. The alloy wheel is 
available with diamond-black or dia-
mond-black front polished paintwork 

and either a 5-hole or 6-hole connection 
depending on the size. With five different 
sizes, it has a wide application range 
covering many vehicles. What’s more, 
RIAL provides a five-year warranty on 
wheels with diamond-black paintwork.

WHEELGUIDE
Winter 2022

Customer information about rims from the pioneer of the wheel industry

Winter is around the corner with its cold, wet weather. That 
can only mean one thing for car owners: time to have your 
tires and wheels changed! Read on to find out why seasonal 
changes are so important and all about the advantages of 
summer and winter tires over all-season tires.

Time for a change

 *  Five-year warranty in accordance with our general terms and conditions,  
 available at www.supind.com/gtc.

The powerhouse for  
WINTER: TRANSPORTER 2
Designed for heavy wheel loads, the  
TRANSPORTER 2 alloy wheel is also  
perfect for winter. 

TRANSPORTER 2
diamond-black front polished and diamond-black

15" | 16" | 17" | 18"

All designs are protected by design patent.
All data is supplied without guarantee. Errors excepted.
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Stay informed  
with the RIAL BLOG
Would you like to learn more about wheel care, using snow 
chains, or alloy wheels in general? Or are you already dream-
ing about the next summer trip in your own camper van? 
You can find intriguing articles on everything relating to alloy 
wheels in our RIAL BLOG. The videos included in selected 
articles make for a visual highlight.  
Have a look at www.rial.de/blog

When to change

 
If you’re not sure when is the right time 
to have your tires changed, you can look 
at the outdoor temperature. In Germany, 
it is generally recommended to switch to 
winter tires in October. At the very latest 
when you encounter slippery winter road 
conditions with snow or ice, winter tires 
are an absolute must. 

All-season or seasonal tires?

Are you constantly asking yourself wheth-
er it’s better to use seasonal tires or their 
all-season counterparts? If you decide 
on seasonal tires, you can have them 
changed by a mechanic. This also gives 
you a chance to have the brakes and oil 
gauge checked.

Winter tires make all the  
difference

All-season tires have to be adequate 
for all kinds of weather conditions. They 
need to handle hot asphalt in the sum-
mer just as well as slippery roads in the 
winter. They are less specialized for this 
very reason, since this is the only way 
they can deal with such vastly different 
weather. Winter tires have better grip in 
snow and ice than all-season tires. The 
deep tread ensures the best possible 
interlocking with the road surface. 

Would you like to learn more about 
how to use and care for your tires in the 
winter? Or are you looking for a nearby 
dealer with trusted advice? You’ll find all 
the information you need about the cold 
time of year at www.rial.de.

READING 

TIP



WHEELGUIDE  

1   Delivery with blank center cap (RIAL center cap available as accessory)
2  Technical application advice
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 *  Five-year warranty in accordance with our general terms and conditions,  
 available at www.supind.com/gtc.

All designs are protected by design patent.
All data is supplied without guarantee. Errors excepted.

Alloy wheel rims for winter  
from RIAL
These aluminum wheels convince with their high quality, give 
you safety on all routes and inspire with a modern as well as 
timeless look.

Winter 2022

ASTORGA
diamond-black  

15" | 16" | 17" | 18" | 19"

LUCCA
diamond-black  

16" | 17" | 18" | 19" | 20"

ASTORGA
polar-silver  

15" | 16" | 17" | 18" | 19"

LUCCA
polar-silver  

16" | 17" | 18" | 19" | 20"

KODIAK
graphite 

14" | 15" | 16" | 17" | 18" | 19"

KIBO
metal-grey  

18" | 19" | 20"

KIBO X
metal-grey  

20" | 21"
für SUV

MILANO
titanium 

14" | 15" |16" | 17" | 18" 

TRANSPORTER
diamond-black 
15" | 16" | 17"

TRANSPORTER
diamond-black 

16" | 17"

TRANSPORTER
polar-silver 

15" |16" | 17"

TRANSPORTER
polar-silver 

16" | 17"

KODIAK
polar-silver 

14" | 15" | 16" | 17" | 18" | 19"

M12
diamond-black  

17" | 18" | 19" | 20"
for Mercedes2 and SUV

M12
polar-silver  

17" | 18" | 19" | 20"
for Mercedes2 and SUV for Mercedes2

M101

metal-grey  
16" | 17" | 18" | 19" | 20"

M101

racing-black  
16" | 17" | 18" | 19" | 20"

for Mercedes2

M101

polar-silver  
16" | 17" | 18" | 19" | 20"

for Mercedes2

ASTORGA
graphite 

15" | 16" | 17" | 18" | 19"

X12
metal-grey  

16" | 17" | 18" | 19" | 20"

for BMW, Mini, Audi, Seat,  
Skoda and VW2

for BMW, Mini, Audi, Seat,  
Skoda and VW2

X12
polar-silver  

16" | 17" | 18" | 19" | 20"

for BMW, Mini, Audi, Seat,  
Skoda and VW2

X12
diamond-black 

16" | 17" | 18" | 19" | 20"

X101

racing-black  
16" | 17" | 18" | 19"

for BMW2

X101

polar-silver 
16" | 17" | 18" | 19"

for BMW2

TRANSPORTER 2
diamond-black  

15" | 16" | 17" | 18"

TRANSPORTER 2
diamond-black front polished  

15" | 16" | 17" | 18"

for BMW2

X101

metal-grey  
16" | 17" | 18" | 19"


